12 October 2015
Queensland Productivity Commission
Attn: Ms Tania Homan
PO Box 12112,
George Street Q 4003
sugar@qpc.qld.gov.au
Dear Ms Homan

Regulatory Impact Statement–Sugar Industry
(Real Choice in Marketing) Amendment Bill 2015
The Australian Sugar Milling Council (ASMC) is the peak policy body for Australian sugar
milling companies, representing over 95% of Australian raw sugar production. This
submission is supported by ASMC’s six member companies:







MSF Sugar Limited
Isis Central Sugar Mill Company
Bundaberg Sugar Ltd
Wilmar Sugar Australia Ltd
Mackay Sugar Limited
Tully Sugar Limited

The ASMC is responding to the Queensland Productivity Commission’s (QPC) invitation to
make a submission as part of its regulatory impact assessment of the Private Member’s
Bill Sugar Industry (Real Choice in Marketing) Amendment Bill 2015 that was introduced
into the Queensland Parliament on 19 May 2015.
In making this submission the ASMC wishes to draw your attention in particular to two
comments made in our earlier submission to the Queensland Parliament’s Agriculture and
Environment Committee that was asked to consider the Bill and report on its findings to
the Parliament. We note that the Committee in its report identified that such an
important piece of legislation should not proceed without there being robust and
independent assessment of its regulatory impacts.


It is the view of the Milling Council that there is no economic or commercial
evidence or analysis that shows a need for intervention through government
regulation into a commercial and competitive sugar industry.



De-regulation in 2006 has given the Queensland sugar Industry the flexibility to
better respond to the challenges posed by global market competition. It has
provided the opportunity for individual milling regions to be more commercially
responsive and better able to take advantage of niche market opportunities as
they arise.

The Milling Council suggested to the Committee that sending the industry back in time to
a one-size-fits all straight jacket of regulation, would have immediate detrimental
consequences and would lead to the demise of the industry over time. This remains the
very strong position of the Milling Council.
We note that in your letter of 1 October you invited submissions on the issues that the
QPC should be taking into consideration, and detailed in the attachment to the letter was
a list of information and data on which the QPC was particularly seeking feedback.
The attached submission covers a range of these issues. We have drawn on material from
a number of submissions made on this matter during the past 12 months including, in
large part, from the ASMC submission to the Senate Standing Committee on Rural and
Regional Affairs and Transport which conducted an inquiry into Current and Future
Marketing Arrangements for the Marketing of Australian Sugar. This inquiry was initiated
by the Senate on 4 September 2014 and the report from the Committee was finalised on
24 June 2015.
We urge the Queensland Productivity Commission to consider the matters raised by the
Milling Council in this submission and advise that members of the Milling Council and I
would be happy to discuss any issues with the QPC relative to this Bill, or any other
related matter.
Please note Attachments 2, 3 and 4 of this submission are confidential to the QPC, and
not for publication or release.
Yours sincerely

Dominic V Nolan
Chief Executive Officer
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Executive Summary
Sugar mill businesses, including many that were owned by sugarcane growers at the time, and
the Australian Sugar Milling Council, were a major proponent for, and participant in, the
deregulation process leading up to 1 January 2006. This was conducted in close concert and
negotiation with CANEGROWERS, and the Queensland and Federal Governments.
The Australian Sugar Milling Council does not support moves to re-regulate the industry and
revisit the inefficient, anti-competitive practices that characterised the Australian sugar
industry prior to 1 January 2006.
In particular, the Australian Sugar Milling Council does not support a reversion to the prederegulation era of compulsory arbitration standards that abrogated responsibility for
reaching commercial outcomes based on good faith negotiation between suppliers and
processors to third party arbiters. The Australian sugar industry spent tens of millions of
dollars in unproductive preparation for, and execution of, disputes on cane price and other
commercial elements of contractual negotiation in the decades leading to deregulation. This
was indicative of the business culture that pervaded the industry leading up to deregulation.
A robust, commercially based dispute resolution mechanism is highly desirable in a modern
contractual arrangement, however compulsory arbitration does not have a role in the
negotiation of those contracts.
Terms and conditions relating to the sale of sugarcane are clearly stated in contractual
arrangements between sugarcane growers and sugar mills, and similarly between sugar mills
and their customers for raw sugar sales, currently domestic refineries and Queensland Sugar
Limited.
Sugar mills purchase sugarcane from growers under terms and conditions outlined in various
Cane Supply Agreements between mills and growers. While these are different for each mill
area, and mill areas may have different contracts with different growers and groups of
growers, there are some consistent elements in contemporary commercial arrangements.
The Cane Supply Agreement clearly sets out the terms and conditions for payment by the
sugar mill to sugarcane growers for sugarcane. Transfer of legal title of sugarcane passes
from growers to mills at the point of delivery by the growers to the mill. There are various
physical locations that this occurs depending on specific contractual terms, mill
transportation infrastructure, and farm location. It is often at the cane railway siding, or
collection point for transport of harvested sugarcane to the mill. In sugarcane supply
contracts, this ‘delivery’ effectively means that the title and risk in the sugarcane passes to
the mill owner at the Point of Delivery.
After arrival at the sugar mill factory, the sugarcane purchased by the mills then undergoes
substantial transformation into a range of products and by-products, including raw sugar,
molasses, mill-mud and ash, and bagasse (the fibrous material that remains after crushing
sugar cane). Ownership of these products unambiguously resides with the milling company
that produces them.
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Legal advice obtained by ASMC confirms there is no ambiguity in relation to the ownership of
sugar and other products manufactured by sugar mills. Absent any agreement to the
contrary, the title to raw sugar vests, upon its manufacture, in the mill owner that creates it.
This is consistent with the proposition that, in the absence of any agreement or law to the
contrary, a person who manufactures a product is normally the owner of that product. There
have been numerous cases, both in Australia1 and in the UK,2 recognising and applying this
principle. Attachment 1 is a copy of legal advice received from Minter Ellison in relation to
the LNP Exposure Draft Bill regarding marketing arrangements; this legal advice also refers to
key aspects of the KAP Private Members Bill.
Raw sugar is either transported by the sugar mill company to bulk sugar terminals for storage
and subsequent dispatch to the domestic or export market, or transferred directly to a
processing facility for refining.
The price that sugarcane growers are paid for their sugarcane is defined in the Cane Supply
Agreement and largely determined by the Cane Payment Formula. For all mill areas and all
contractual arrangements between sugarcane growers and mills, growers have an underlying
exposure to the price of raw sugar through the cane payment formula, but no ownership of
the sugar.
The more than 30 significant inquiries, reviews and task force reports initiated by industry
and governments from 1982 to 2006 examining the competitive and regulatory framework
leading to deregulation of the industry consider a huge array of complex issues.
There is an underlying theme from the many inquiries and reports leading to 1 January 2006,
clearly captured in the vision of the Industry Oversight Group in February 2006. This vision
was for the industry to become a commercially vibrant, sustainable and self-reliant raw sugar
and sugarcane derived products industry through:



committed cane growers and millers being responsive to international and domestic
market forces; and
operating in an open, deregulated industry environment, within Australia’s corporate
governance framework.

The Australian Sugar Milling Council supports minimal government intervention in commercial
matters unless there is demonstrated market failure that is not addressed in the myriad of
existing consumer and competition laws and other safeguard mechanisms. There are
1

For example, see Breen v Williams (1996) 186 CLR 71 at 80, 88-89, 101, 126; Associated Alloys Pty Ltd v
ACN 001 452 106 Pty Ltd [2000] HCA 25 at [13]; CSR Ltd v Carson Pty Ltd [2002] QSC 21 at [19]-[22];
Strange Investments (WA) Pty Ltd v Coretrack Ltd [2014] WASC 281 at [95]. Also see the discussion in Collier,
Von Nessen and Collier 'The PPSA: Continuing the Reconceptualisation of Retention of Title (Romalpa) Security'
(2011) UNSW Law Journal, Vol 34(2) 567 at 578; and Tarrant 'Ownership of Mining Product, Tailings and
Minerals' (2005) 24 ARELJ 321 at 322-323.
2

For example, see Borden (UK) Ltd v Scottish Timber Products [1979] 3 All ER 961 at 974; Clough Mill v
Martin [1984] 3 All ER 982 at 989.
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adequate provisions in place to deal with any perceived or real imbalances associated with a
small number of large suppliers purchasing sugarcane from a large number of small suppliers,
and there is therefore no case for revisiting the deregulation process that was concluded in
January 2006.
The Australian Sugar Milling Council supports efforts around negotiated industry agreements
between growers and mill companies and relevant industry organisations to develop and
maintain business confidence and industry growth objectives.
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1. Industry cane supply agreements (CSA)
The Australian sugarcane supply chain has a highly developed, clear and transparent
system of documentation and contractual arrangements between growers and mills (cane
supply agreements or CSAs).
The negotiation of Cane Supply Agreements typically occurs between identified
bargaining agents on a mill area basis, with growers participating in a collective
bargaining process as allowed under the Sugar Industry Act 2006 (Qld).
The CSAs typically roll over each year without significant changes being made because
they include a wide range of provisions as would be expected from a mature
supplier/processor relationship. Another contributing reason for these roll-over provisions
is because negotiations for changes sought by either party are not simple reflecting the
evenness of the bargaining power of the grower collectives and the mill company.
There is no market failure, or lack of transparency, or lack of clear information, in the
contractual relationship in the sugarcane supply chain as evidenced in the explanation of
current arrangements below.
A remaining provision in the Sugar Industry Act is that supply contracts must be in place
for cane to be supplied by a grower for processing by the miller as follows:
Supply contract
1. A grower may supply cane to a mill for a crushing season only if the grower
has a supply contract with the mill owner for the season.
2. A supply contract may be for 1 or more than 1 crushing season.
3. A supply contract may be either an individual contract or a collective
contract.
4. An interested third party may be a party to a supply contract between a mill
owner and a grower.
5. Each of the parties to a supply contract must sign the contract.
The critical interdependent relationship between sugar mills and their growers is
formalised through these contracts known as a Cane Supply Agreements (CSA).
Attachments 2, 3 & 4 are copies of current cane supply agreements from Isis Central
Sugar Mill Company Limited, Wilmar’s Plane Creek Mill and MSF Sugar Limited’s South
Johnstone Mill. These are provided on a confidential basis for the consideration of the
QPC, and not for public release.
Growers and millers are dependent on one another for the supply of sugarcane to the
mills and the milling of cane into raw sugar for sale.
At a local level growers either become part of a collective to negotiate the terms and
conditions of individual cane supply contracts, or negotiate directly with the mill on their
own behalf, to form an individual contract.
In essence, the CSA or supply contract provides certainty for mills that sugarcane grown
on nominated land will be sold to the mill for crushing, and at the same time provides
certainty for growers that sugarcane grown on nominated land will be purchased by the
mill for crushing.
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The CSAs are typically rolling contracts ranging from three to five years in duration. The
longer term of the contracts has evolved to provide greater certainty for mills and their
growers along with opportunities for forward pricing that is underpinned by the supply
contracts.
Apart from the provisions covering payment pools and farm peaks which were reflective
of the regulated industry, todays cane supply agreements have remained remarkably
similar to the former Local Board Awards in that they provide for:











Determination of the starting date for the crushing season;
Payment for cane;
Arrangements for the harvest and transport of cane to the mill;
Delivery points for the cane where the risk and title in cane passes to the mill
from the grower;
Weighing the supplied cane;
Sampling and analysis of the juice from the cane to determine CCS;
Mapping of the blocks on farms from which cane is harvested and supplied to the
mill;
Harvesting group allotments to ensure growers receive equitable access to the
crushing capacity of mills;
Consignment information about the cane supplied including block and paddock
information and the variety and class of the cane;
Dispute resolution – in general the agreements describe a stepped process that
involves mediation between the parties with scope to move to arbitration if the
dispute can’t be settled through the mediation process – generally the mediator
will not be the arbitrator and all agreements have provision for an independent
appointment of a suitable arbitrator e.g. requesting the President of the
Queensland Law Society to appoint a suitable arbitrator.

Other matters included in the modern day contractual arrangements that are covered by
some but not all cane supply agreements include:






Cane quality provisions and encouragement around good farming practices;
Planting and productivity incentives to encourage more cane supply (generally on
a collective basis e.g. all growers share in an additional payment for cane if a
targeted tonnage for the mill area is reached), but planting incentives are also
paid separately by many mills to individual growers (these schemes are generally
outside the scope of CSAs);
Cartage allowances paid to growers in recognition of extra distance that some
growers have to haul cane to reach agreed delivery points;
Season length – a variety of approaches that range from agreed number of days
based on whole-of-mill area crop size and historical wet weather profiles, to CCS
underwriting arrangements that can be applied should a season extend beyond the
agreed length and growers are found to suffer an adverse impact in terms of the
CCS consideration in the cane payment formula.

The long-standing virtually unchanged arrangements between mills and their growers that
continue to be agreed in today’s CSAs are a clear demonstration of a mature
supplier/processor relationship that works.
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The commercial, functional operation of these Cane Supply Agreements demonstrates
there is no need for government intervention in the contractual arrangements between
mills and growers.
2. Information on the history of the development of the terms – Grower Economic
Interest and Miller Economic Interest
The current Raw Sugar Supply Agreement, a voluntary commercial contract between a
mill company and QSL, includes the terms ‘Supplier Economic Interest’ and ‘Grower
Economic Interest’. These terms serve to identify the relative portion of sugar to which
mills and growers have price risk exposure. Milling companies have the right to elect
each season to allocate a quantity, up to the defined quantity of ‘Supplier Economic
Interest’ sugar, to be placed into a Supplier EI Pool, which QSL sells back to mill
companies at the bulk sugar terminals. The purpose of the Supplier EI Pools is to allow a
milling company to directly market a quantity of their sugar (calculated by the SEI sugar
definition) to its own customers.
These terms are a new construct in the past three years (SEI was first introduced in 2012
and GEI in 2014) to achieve a specific marketing mechanism in the existing RSSA. The
key in the definition of these terms is the relative portion of sugar to which mills and
growers have price risk exposure.
These terms do not in any manner refer to physical sugar. The terms refer to an
underlying exposure to sugar price (principally determined by the ICE11 Futures Contract
plus the net result of physical marketing premiums and costs, outlined below) and do not
confer any ownership of raw sugar.
3. Expropriation of property rights of mill owners
The Katter Australia Party’s Private Member’s Bill Sugar Industry (Real Choice Marketing)
Amendment Bill 2015 takes from the mill owner certain rights that the mill owner would
otherwise have as the manufacturer of the product, and gives these rights to a grower.
The property in the raw sugar resides with the mill owner that produces the sugar, not by
virtue of any agreement with the supplier of the cane, but by reason of the fact that the
mill owner manufactured the product.3
Growers have an exposure to sugar price via the cane price formula which is recognised
and underpins price risk management services provided by mills to allow growers to
independently manage this exposure.
While there is no argument about the economic or financial interest in the price achieved
during the sale of sugar, this does not represent any form of proprietary or property right
interest in the sugar produced by the mill. The implications of this occurring are
profound.

3

Also see Clough at 989, where Goff LJ stated, 'it is no doubt true that, where A's material is lawfully used by
B to create new goods, whether or not B incorporates other material of his own, the property in the new goods
will generally vest in B, at least where the goods are not reducible to the original materials.'
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Transferring a price exposure interest to a sugar ownership interest as the Bill implicates
would:










impair the value of mill owners’ businesses – the value of a milling business that
can sell 100% of its manufactured product is higher than the value of a milling
business that can only sell approximately 30% of its manufactured product;
force mill owners to sell their product to international trade houses and other
marketers who would then compete with the mill owner in international sugar
markets – mills would be transferring their manufactured product to competitors;
potentially give rise to compensation claims;
be a disincentive to new investment by mill owners in existing businesses or in any
new industry initiatives, including diversification opportunities;
set a precedent for all agriculture based processing industries to provide suppliers
with rights over manufacturers’ finished products;
seriously undermine the reputation of Queensland as a place for new investment
in the sugar industry and more broadly in agricultural and manufacturing
industries;
deprive mill owners and growers of the opportunity to benefit from better
marketing premiums and higher net sugar prices;
alter the existing risk and reward relationship in the sugar supply chain and
establish new strategic and commercial drivers for participants with potential
unintended consequences; and
complicate issues such as transfer of title, aggregation of shipment quantities of
sugar across storage terminals, storage and handling commercial arrangements
such as segregation, capacity sharing, shipping coordination etc, if individual
growers exercised a range of binding choices.

The legal implications and changes to commercial frameworks and arrangements would
be substantial including: contractual consideration of dealing with many different storage
and handling customers at bulk sugar terminals; identifying terms on which mills are
obliged to deal with grower nominated marketing entities; management of counter-party
risk with potentially many different grower nominated marketing entities; the provision
of payment advances and price risk management services by third party marketing
entities; indemnification of mill owners by growers against issues arising out of sales to
grower nominated marketing entities; etc.
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4. The effect of pre-contract arbitration
Proposed section 33A of the Bill sets out the circumstances where a cane grower and mill
owner will be taken to be in dispute with respect to a term of a proposed cane supply
contract. This section provides for such a dispute to be referred to arbitration in
accordance with the Commercial Arbitration Act 2013 (Qld). Proposed sections 35A 3 - 7
contain provisions relating to the arbitration of that dispute in accordance with the
Commercial Arbitration Act. This is a regime for the arbitration of disputes in relation to
the proposed terms and conditions of a contract (i.e. pre-contract arbitration). The
parties may well have exchanged proposals at the point where arbitration is triggered,
perhaps even draft agreements, but no contract has been entered into. It is to resolve
this disagreement that arbitration is proposed.
There is no Australian agribusiness sector that compels parties to negotiate with each
other and has compulsory arbitration at the point of contract establishment. Compulsory
arbitration in relation to establishing contractual arrangements and terms and conditions
of payment between growers and mills was removed from the sugar industry based on
expert economic analysis of the cost of arbitration and the adverse impact it had on
industry change and innovation.
Deregulation of the sugar industry was crucial in improving productivity along the supply
chain and providing an industry with the commercial flexibility to be internationally
competitive.
The deregulation process included many inquiries, reviews and task force reports,
industry assistance packages and legislative changes to federal and state laws.
A key step in deregulation was the removal of compulsory mechanisms for dispute
resolution and mediation with ‘final offer’ arbitration where mediation failed to find an
agreement. The Hildebrand Review and CIE Report in 2002 found that arbitration was
blocking productivity gains and was a deterrent to normal / healthy commercial
competitiveness, resulting in Australian sugar not being able to compete globally.
The Hildebrand Review commented that ‘Arbitration is an issue’ resulting in a lack of
genuine negotiations and the use of ‘final offer arbitration’ as a default situation leads to
‘an inferior outcome’.
The CIE Report found that the arbitration provisions prevented normal competitive
processes, supporting the status quo and restricting the more progressive growers.
Arbitration also prevented supply chain optimisation, while being unnecessary, due to
other general dispute resolution mechanisms being available.
The 2002 Memorandum of Understanding between the Federal and Queensland
Governments, The Commonwealth and Queensland Working Together for the Sugar
Industry and Communities, concluded that the statutory bargaining system and
associated compulsory arbitration system “impede increased competitiveness and
efficiency, and are detrimental to cultural change and innovation.”
As mentioned above, all cane supply agreements include provision for dispute resolution,
including arbitration. There is no suggestion by any milling companies of moving away
from this ‘in-contract’ dispute resolution.
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5. Pricing arrangements in the Queensland sugar industry including the influence of
premiums in determining the sugar price
The method by which mills pay growers for cane is determined in the negotiated Cane
Supply Agreement. The actual payments made by millers to growers are calculated by the
cane payment formula.
The cane payment formula
There are two cane payment formulas under which growers in Queensland are paid. The
growers supplying Mackay Sugar’s three mills in the Central region are paid on a relatively
new basis (since 2005) that replaces CCS with the Percent Recoverable Sugar (PRS) to
determine the sugar content component of the cane payment formula. The Mackay Sugar
Cane Price Formula is based on providing growers with a fixed 62.33% of all the income
produced from their cane. The 62.33% was based on audited figures of Mackay Sugar’s 10
year cane payments prior to its introduction in 2005 compared to its income from Sugar,
Molasses and Co-generation.
All other growers are paid under the following longstanding formula.
Pc = 0.009 x Ps x (CCS-4) + $0.608*
Where:
Pc = price of cane (what the grower receives)
Ps = price of sugar per tonne IPS (net returns for raw sugar)
CCS = commercial cane sugar (how much sugar is in the cane)
This formula recognized the conditions existing at that time when the CCS of cane was 12
and the mills Coefficient of Work (COW) was around 90. (COW is a measure of mill
performance compared to the CCS). The formula provided approximately two-thirds of
revenue from sale of raw sugar to growers at 12 CCS and 90 COW.
*The constant used in this example ($0.608) is indicative and can be different (in the order of cents) from one mill area to
the next. It, in the main, represents the outcome of a series of adjustments made over time since the early 1900’s to
ensure the formula reflected changed conditions since its introduction.

5.1 Ps - A grower’s underlying exposure to raw sugar value
There are 2 components to Ps:
 The sugar price component disclosed by the actively traded electronic raw sugar
futures market, the ICE 11 contract
 The net result of marketing premiums and costs
The total value of sugar is determined by the futures price plus premiums minus costs.
Premiums and costs are a relatively small portion of the grower’s underlying raw sugar
value, however must be managed professionally and with transparency.
Following is an explanation and example of how each of these components (ICE 11 – the
futures component, premiums (pol premium, physical premium), and costs (storage and
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handling, marketing, and financing) contribute to the sugar price pools that determine a
grower’s sugar price component of the cane payment formula.
The components are explained relative to a worked example, drawn from the QSL annual
report 2013/14.
5.2 Components of Ps
5.2.1 ICE 11
Typically, the ICE 11 represents in the order of 85% of the gross sugar price (price paid by
the purchaser of physical sugar), and some 95% to 99% of the net sugar price (price used
in the cane payment formula for payment by mills to growers for purchase of sugarcane).
The ICE 11 is fully transparent. The worked example uses an ICE 11 price of $393.61 per
tonne IPS drawing from the information shown on Page 8 of the 2013/2014 QSL Annual
Report.
5.2.2 POL premium
The pol premium represents the difference in physical quality attributes of the raw sugar
versus the standard quality specification set by the Sugar Association of London (SAL)
rules for the ICE 11 contract. The major element of the physical quality attributes is
polarisation. Given the rules around determining this premium, it is identifiable and
auditable.
International Pol Scale
Min degrees
Max degrees
96.00
97.00
97.00
98.00
98.00
99.00
99.00
99.30

Percentage pro-rata for each degree
1.50%
1.25%
1.00%
0.30%

5.2.3 Physical premium
The physical premium is determined on a contract-by-contract basis by direct negotiation
with a customer for raw sugar, and by market forces. The value of the physical raw sugar
above the ICE 11 futures market price will mainly reflect the freight differential and a
regional premium.
The freight element of the physical premium is determined by location of both the
supplier and customer for the raw sugar and the location of the next potential supplier of
sugar to the customer. This last element is also the major determinant of the regional
premium. The relative quality of a supplier’s sugar to the next available sugar along with
some consideration of shipping flexibility can also contribute to the physical premium.
The lack of in-season storage capacity in Brazil is also a factor in the availability of the
regional premium.
The net value of the physical premium in the worked example is $17.71 per tonne IPS,
made up of a Cost and Freight Premium (CFR) of $42.19 less freight and execution costs
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of $24.48. The CFR premium is the value invoiced to the customer over and above the ICE
contract. Freight and execution costs are the payments made to ocean transport
companies for the collection and delivery of product to the end port destination. This is
mostly made up of the voyage charter costs, but also includes dispatch earnings and
demurrage payments. In the worked example, the net physical premium of $17.71 is
4.52% of the final sugar price used in the cane payment formula. While this is probably
the least auditable of the components of sugar price, there are independent information
sources available to provide some daily visibility in relation to an indication of the market
value of the physical premium.
5.2.4 Storage and handling
Storage and handling costs are currently equalised for QSL exported sugar such that the
same costs are allocated by QSL to each tonne of raw sugar that is exported via any of
the bulk sugar terminals. Storage and handling costs in the worked example are shown at
$21.50 per tonne IPS (5.49% of the final sugar price used in the cane payment formula).
5.2.5 Marketing costs
QSL’s total marketing costs annually amount to about $7 million which in 2013/2014
translated to $2.28 per tonne IPS of sugar sold. This is not a large element of the final
price.
5.2.6 Financing costs
The cost of the advances program is also a small component of the overall price. QSL has
been able to access finance at very competitive rates in the past. These costs for
2013/2014 were $13.4 million or $4.50 per tonne IPS. Marketing and Financing Costs in
the worked example are 1.73% of the final sugar price used in the cane payment formula.
5.2.7 Indirect Selling Costs
In the QSL example, Indirect Selling Costs are listed as $4.55 (1.16% of the final sugar
price used in the cane payment formula). This is the cost of procuring specific brands of
sugar from suppliers to meet the specific market requirements of the customers. This
includes the raw sugar quality scheme payments and the premium for making Japanese
specification raws. The raw sugar quality scheme is managed by QSL as part of the
centralised marketing arrangements, and is shared across export marketing participants.
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The following graphic depicts the values attached to the components as discussed
previously and shows how each of them influences the final sugar price that feeds into a
grower’s cane payment formula. This example is drawn from the QSL Annual Report
2013/14. In this example, the net difference between the starting gross ICE 11 price for
sugar (the futures price component) and the net sugar price after premiums have been
added and costs deducted is $1.66 per tonne IPS.
An Example of Components of Sugar Price

* The Gross CFR Premium when combined with the freight and
execution costs amount to the net physical premium of $17.71.
** Given that this $0.16 has such minimal impact it has not been
referred to in the section preceding the graph.
The cane payment formula was outlined earlier.
The actual payments for sugarcane made by millers to growers are calculated by the cane
payment formula which takes into account the CCS content of the growers’ sugarcane
combined with the pricing decisions taken by growers. Up until 2006, this price of sugar
was determined centrally by QSL (or its predecessors).
Growers now have a range of mechanisms through which they can manage their exposure
to sugar price and currency risk that will ultimately be used in their cane payment
formula. These include through participation in various mill or QSL pooling arrangements
or through agreement with their mills to have their sugar price directly or indirectly
hedged via derivatives.
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Sensitivity Analysis of Components of the Cane Payment Formula
The variable components of the cane payment formula are managed through normal
commercial arrangement between growers and mills.
The CCS measurement and allocation to growers is undertaken by the mill, often with
some form of audit process or oversight by grower collectives.
The Sugar Price is made up of two components:



the ICE11 component, determined by pricing decisions of the cane grower,
independent of – and with no impact on - the mill company pricing decisions; and
the net result of marketing costs and premiums.

Growers’ access to pricing tools to manage the ICE11 component is managed either
through marketing and pricing agreements separate to the cane supply agreements, or
within the cane supply agreement.
Payment of the net result of marketing costs and premiums is managed under the same
arrangement, via net proceeds to pool arrangements.
Attachment 5 provides a sensitivity analysis of the various components of the net sugar
price. The analysis looks at three variable elements of the cane payment formula that
directly impact grower revenue: CCS plus the two elements of net sugar price - ICE11,
and net result of marketing costs and premiums.
The sensitivities around marketing premiums move through a range of $5 per tonne of
sugar movement, the range identified by QSL’s CEO4 as a typical range for the net
outcome of marketing premiums and costs at the Senate Inquiry public hearings in
Mackay.
The range of impact on the payment made per tonne of sugarcane is from $0.08 per
tonne at a $1.00 net premium on sugar price, through to $0.40 per tonne sugarcane for a
$5.00 net premium on sugar price.
CCS has a much greater influence on the price of sugarcane than marketing premiums,
the difference between a CCS of 13 and 15 is over $8 per tonne of sugarcane.
For ICE11 movement, the average price of the prompt futures contract each year from
2010 to 2014 varied from $406 per tonne sugar, to $533 per tonne sugar. Applying this to
the sugar price component in the cane payment formula translates to a movement of up
to $10.29 per tonne of sugarcane for a grower.
While the marketing premium is an important element of the payment made to growers
for sugarcane, it is vastly outweighed by the impact of variation in ICE11 movement and
CCS variability.

4

Hansard, 12 March 2015, Senate Inquiry into the current and future marketing arrangements for the
marketing of Australian sugar, Public Hearings, Mackay
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There is no reason why the marketing premium element of the payment for sugarcane
should be subject to special government intervention rather than continuing to be
managed by normal commercial means.
6. Deregulation
The timetable leading to deregulation of the industry was highly complicated and
involved whole of industry and government negotiation across CANEGROWERS, ASMC, and
Queensland and Federal governments.
Between 1982 and 1995 there were some 10 major inquiries, reviews and task force
reports into the regulatory and competitive position of the sugar industry, at least 3
significant assistance packages, and 10 legislative changes to federal or state laws
associated with sugar specific legislation and regulatory provisions.
From September 1995 to 2006 there was more than 20 reviews and inquiries initiated by
government and industry examining deregulation and the move to voluntary marketing
arrangements. There were at least 6 sugar industry specific regulatory and legislative
changes, including the final deregulation that was enacted 1 January 2006, at which time
Queensland Sugar Limited (QSL) entered into voluntary contractual arrangements with
the majority, but not all, Queensland sugar mills for the marketing of raw sugar for
export. There was a further major assistance package of $444 million, again linked to
reform and restructure of the industry.
A key influence of the final moves to full deregulation was the Hildebrand Report,
received by Minister Truss in June 2002.
The Federal Government noted the findings of the Independent Assessment, particularly
the need for a regionally-focused, business-orientated approach to the majority of
industry matters.
“The industry must move from a "one size fits all" approach to developing
regionally-based plans that strongly reflect local priorities.”
The Independent Assessment:
“…found that there is too much reliance on a State-wide approach to industry
matters. It is clear that the effective operation of each mill area, or mill region,
lies almost entirely in the hands of the local co-dependent participants. And it is
important that this responsibility is accepted without resort to wider loyalties.”
Following the Hildebrand Report, the Queensland and Federal Governments signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) in September 2002 to facilitate a partnership
approach to sugar industry reform. The Governments agreed that the industry needed to
change both its culture and practices in order to:




improve its efficiency and competitiveness,
retain its global market share, and
become more commercial and innovative.
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The Governments agreed that the following areas appeared to impede increased
competitiveness and efficiency, and were detrimental to cultural change and innovation:




the cane production area system;
the statutory bargaining system; and
the compulsory acquisition of raw sugar for marketing and selling within the
domestic market.

The industry participated strongly in the deregulation process, including through various
Heads of Agreement and jointly signed commitments undertaken by ASMC and
CANEGROWERS. In March 2004, a Heads of Agreement saw commitment from
CANEGROWERS, ASMC and Queensland Government that:






The Queensland Sugar Industry and the Queensland Government are committed to
supporting and promoting comprehensive reform and restructure;
It is acknowledged that any legislative impediments to reform must be removed;
It is recognised by both millers and growers that the future cannot simply be an
extension of the past and that previous assumptions driving production and
structural arrangements need to be changed;
Industry is committed to transformational change required to achieve
sustainability.
The industry agreed to establish a working group to develop voluntary marketing
arrangements as soon as possible. The objective of this working group was to work
towards a new system for marketing of raw sugar prior to the requirement under
National Competition Policy for review in 2006.

In May 2005, a Working Group Report comprising senior representatives from
CANEGROWERS and ASMC with state government observers recommended a new
marketing system for the Queensland Sugar Industry for the 2006/2007 season. This
proposal was submitted to the Premier of Queensland. During deliberations, the Working
Group sought assistance from the Chief Executive of QSL and also provided the Premier of
Queensland with periodic updates on progress.
The Working Group recommended a commercial, non-legislative based marketing
structure for the sugar industry be developed and that it be based on the
recommendations in its report.
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7. Changes in commercial terms since deregulation
Before 2006, the sugar price in Queensland was determined centrally by Queensland
Sugar Limited (QSL) (or its predecessors). That is, there was one declared price for sugar
– every milling company received the same price for its sugar and every grower had the
same sugar price used in the cane payment formula for sugarcane.
After the 2006 deregulation, mills began to take over the management of sugar price risk
themselves and through an innovation that is only available in the Australian sugar
industry, also began to offer their growers direct access to risk management tools to
manage their exposure to sugar price and currency relative to payment for their
sugarcane. Access to various pools meant that for the first time, growers were able to fix
prices for a portion of the sugar price exposure 3 to 4 seasons beyond the current season
to gain greater control over budgets and revenue, with associated ability to finance farm
operations and diversify risk.
To manage production risk, mill companies limit growers forward pricing to a portion of
their average annual production. While each mill company has different systems and
levels in place, this might mean that growers can secure pricing for their exposure on up
to 70% of their average annual production for the first forward season, 50% of their
average annual production for the second forward season and up to 30% of their
production for the third forward season.
There are a range of price risk management tools available to growers via different pools
managed by sugar mills, QSL, or other third party providers. Different mill companies
have different IT platforms and grower pricing services available for their growers. Any
sugar that is not actively priced by growers in a current season is priced by QSL or the
mill on behalf of the growers. Effectively this means that growers can make a range of
choices around how up to 70% of their exposure to sugar price is managed.
8. Investment in the industry since deregulation
Deregulation of the industry in 2006 has been a significant catalyst for renewed
investment in the Queensland sugar industry. Since 2006, ownership of milling companies
that currently operate 14 sugar mills has changed hands through a total investment of
more than $2 billion. This investment has largely been made by overseas buyers meaning
that 75% of the crushing capacity of Australian sugar mills is now foreign owned, up from
16% in 2010. This investment has been made in the deregulated marketing environment
of the Australian sugar industry.
Since these acquisitions, there has been further investment in upgrades and
diversification totalling more than $1 billion.
It is unlikely that the industry would have attracted this level of investment had it
continued to be heavily regulated.
Such investment is made for the long term and with the intention of further expansion
through diversification, such as cogeneration of electricity and biofuels production. In
contrast to Brazil for instance, the Australian industry is comparatively under developed
18

in respect to value–adding through diversification. There is one 60 million litres per year
ethanol plant producing ethanol from molasses, and cogeneration of around 600 GWh of
renewable energy per year for the national grid.
These potential diversification opportunities for the Australian industry are heavily
influenced by Government policy settings, as well as the confidence of the longevity such
policies once they have been enacted. Policy settings for both have seen revision by
Governments of the day in recent times.
As mills approach end of life of key infrastructure, such as boilers, they are forced to
make a decision on their next stage of investment. In a confident, innovative policy
environment, mills will seek to enhance investment, potentially with a view to
diversification. This could be either through expanding cogeneration and/or through biorefineries or other emerging technologies.
Milling investment in significant projects within their regions drives regional confidence
for grower partners, and the broader regional communities dependent on the sugar
industry for their local economy. Given the payback period to cost recover on these
investments, a strong message is sent to the dependent community that the milling
company is confident in the industry’s future. Growers and the regional community in
turn make further investment in their own businesses based on this confidence.
However, in an uncertain policy environment, mills are more likely to minimize capital
investment.
9. ACIL Allen Report
ASMC has commissioned an analysis of the Private Members Bill by ACIL Allen. The
finalised report will be forwarded to the Queensland Productivity Commission when
completed. (Attachment 6)
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Attachment 1

3 September 2015

BY EMAIL: dominic.nolan@asmc.com.au
Mr Dominic Nolan
Chief Executive Officer
Australian Sugar Milling Council

Dear Dominic
Sugar Industry (Facilitating Grower Choice) Amendment Bill 2015
1.

Overview

1.1

We are asked to advise on the proposed Sugar Industry (Facilitating Grower Choice)
Amendment Bill 2015, which has been circulated as an exposure draft of a private
member's bill for introduction into the Queensland Parliament (the LNP Bill).

1.2

We have also been referred to the Sugar Industry (Real Choice in Marketing) Amendment
Bill 2015, a private member's bill that has already been introduced into the Queensland
Parliament (the KAP Bill).

1.3

The questions on which we are asked to advise are as follows:

1.4

1.

Does the LNP Bill provide for the expropriation of property rights of
mill owners?

2.

Does the LNP Bill provide for the recognition of 'grower economic
interest' in sugar cane supply agreements?

3.

Does the LNP Bill provide for pre-contract arbitration between cane
growers and mill owners?

4.

Are there any other differences of note between the LNP Bill and the
KAP Bill?

In each case, we are asked to compare the LNP Bill with the KAP Bill.
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2.

Summary

2.1

The answer to questions 1 to 3 is yes. The LNP Bill and KAP Bill, while worded
differently in places, produce similar results with respect to each of these questions.

2.2

We explain our reasons for these conclusions below, as well as discussing the other
differences of note between the two bills.

3.

Question 1: Does the LNP Bill provide for the expropriation of property rights of
mill owners?

3.1

Both the LNP Bill and KAP Bill contain provisions relating to the marketing of what is
described as 'grower economic interest sugar'. In order to assess the effect of these
provisions, it is necessary to refer briefly to the contractual arrangements that currently
exist between cane growers and mill owners, and between mill owners and Queensland
Sugar Limited (QSL), in particular since the deregulation of sugar marketing in 2006.

The ownership of sugar cane and raw sugar
3.2

Under existing supply contracts between cane growers and mill owners (entered into in
accordance with section 31 of the Sugar Industry Act 1999 (Qld)) growers supply cane to
mill owners.

3.3

Most of the raw sugar produced in mills in Queensland is then sold by mill owners to
QSL for export under contracts described as 'Raw Sugar Supply Agreements ('RSSAs').

3.4

Under existing case supply contracts, the price payable to growers for their cane is
determined using a formula which refers to the price of raw sugar achieved through the
sale of that sugar by the mill owner. This formula has, with variations, been in use in
cane supply agreements in Queensland for over a century. The effect of this formula is
that cane growers are exposed to raw sugar prices, since these prices determine, to a very
significant extent, the price which they are ultimately paid for the cane they supply to
mills. However, supply contracts do not provide for cane growers to have any title or
other legal or equitable interest in the raw sugar that is produced by a mill.

3.5

Absent any agreement to the contrary, the title to raw sugar vests, upon its manufacture,
in the mill owner that creates it. This is consistent with the proposition that, in the
absence of any agreement or law to the contrary, a person who manufactures a product is
normally the owner of that product. There have been numerous cases, both in Australia1
and in the UK,2 recognising and applying this principle.

1

For example, see Breen v Williams (1996) 186 CLR 71 at 80, 88-89, 101, 126; Associated Alloys Pty Ltd v ACN
001 452 106 Pty Ltd [2000] HCA 25 at [13]; CSR Ltd v Carson Pty Ltd [2002] QSC 21 at [19]-[22]; Strange
Investments (WA) Pty Ltd v Coretrack Ltd [2014] WASC 281 at [95]. Also see the discussion in Collier, Von
Nessen and Collier 'The PPSA: Continuing the Reconceptualisation of Retention of Title (Romalpa) Security' (2011)
UNSW Law Journal, Vol 34(2) 567 at 578; and Tarrant 'Ownership of Mining Product, Tailings and Minerals'
(2005) 24 ARELJ 321 at 322-323.
2

For example, see Borden (UK) Ltd v Scottish Timber Products [1979] 3 All ER 961 at 974; Clough Mill v Martin
[1984] 3 All ER 982 at 989.
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The decision of the UK Court of Appeal in Borden (UK) Ltd v Scottish Timber Products
illustrates this principle, and has been cited by courts in Australia. This was a case where
a firm that supplied resin to a chipboard manufacturer sought to rely on a 'retention of
title' clause in the supply contract. The Court held that the process of manufacture
resulted in the creation, by an irreversible process, of a new product, the chipboard. The
resin ceased to exist, along with the supplier's title in that resin.3 Absent any contractual
term to the contrary, the supplier had no proprietary interest in the chipboard. As Buckley
LJ stated, in relation to the sellers of the resin (at p 974):
'It was impossible for the sellers to reserve any property in the
manufactured chipboard, because they never had any property in it; the
property in that product originates in the buyers when the chipboard is
manufactured.'

3.7

The same reasoning leads to the conclusion that a cane grower's title in their cane ceases
to exist, along with the cane itself, once the cane is crushed. The property in the raw
sugar resides with the mill owner that produces the sugar, not by virtue of any agreement
with the supplier of the cane, but by reason of the fact that the mill owner manufactured
the product.4

3.8

Similar findings have been made by courts in Australia, including the High Court. For
example, in Associated Alloys Pty Ltd v ACN 001 452 106 Pty Ltd [2000] HCA 25,
Gaudron, McHugh, Gummow and Hayne JJ said, at [13]:
'No question arises as to the seller retaining any proprietary interest in
the steel it supplied under the invoices to the buyer. This is because the
steel supplied by the seller was no longer capable of being ascertained
in the steel products manufactured by the buyer.' 5

3.9

It is true that a mill owner's title to the sugar produced in its mill can be modified by
contract. For example, a mill owner could agree to create a charge over the raw sugar it
produces as security for payment. However, no such charge is to be found in a typical
cane supply contract. Indeed, supply contracts typically provide that risk and title to cane
pass to the mill owner upon delivery, and a mill owner who enters into an RSSA with
QSL is typically required to warrant, in the terms of the agreement, that it has title to the
raw sugar sold pursuant to the agreement, free of all encumbrances or adverse claims that
would prevent unencumbered title to the raw sugar passing to QSL.

3.10

Equally, a mill owner's title to the sugar produced in its mill can be modified by statute.
From 1923 until the deregulation of sugar marketing in 2006, raw sugar was vested

3

[1979] 3 All ER 961 at 966, 970, 973, 974.

4

Also see Clough at 989, where Goff LJ stated, 'it is no doubt true that, where A's material is lawfully used by B to
create new goods, whether or not B incorporates other material of his own, the property in the new goods will
generally vest in B, at least where the goods are not reducible to the original materials.'
5

For example, CSR [2002] QSC 21 at [22] (Holmes J) ("In the present circumstance, in which the goods were sold
for use in building works it seems improbable that the Romalpa clause could be regarded as effective to retain title
in them. At best, property must have passed once the materials were incorporated into building works. There is no
suggestion that any of the materials supplied were preserved intact by the defendant"); Strange Investments [2014]
WASC 281 at [95] (Pritchard J) ("Inventing or creating something new prima facie leads to ownership of it.").
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automatically in QSL (and its predecessors) following its manufacture by mill owners.
QSL had, by virtue of State legislation regulating the sugar industry, a monopoly on the
export of raw sugar. However, even prior to marketing deregulation in 2006 it was the
mill owner who held the title to the sugar they produced. It was because the mill owner
would normally own the sugar it created that a vesting provision was necessary. Vesting
was the mechanism by which the mill owner's title was transferred to QSL. But for this
legislation, title would have remained with the mill owner, where it resides today.
3.11

Accordingly, while cane growers have an exposure, under a CSA, to prices for raw sugar,
they have no proprietary interest in any part of the raw sugar produced by the mill owner.
Understanding this point is crucial to analysing any proposed law which would purport to
give growers 'choice' as to how raw sugar is to be marketed.

Both the LNP Bill and the KAP Bill deprive mill owners of property rights
3.12

One of the rights that normally accompanies the ownership of property is the right to
decide whether to sell that property, to whom and at what price. In the case of raw sugar
produced by a mill owner, this is not a right derived from contract or statute. Rather, it is
an inherent right embodied in the ownership of the sugar created by a mill owner.

3.13

The LNP Bill contains no provision which, in express terms, deprives a mill owner of its
title over the raw sugar it creates in its mill. Similarly, no such term is to be found in the
KAP Bill.

3.14

The LNP Bill does, however, have the effect of substantially interfering with a mill
owner's ability to deal with the raw sugar created in its mill. It does so through the
following provisions:

6

(a)

A supply contract must include a term providing for the amount, or the basis for
working out the amount, of the payment to the grower for the supply of cane.
Unless agreed otherwise, this must be a 'related sugar pricing term' (ie. a term that
requires the price for cane to be worked out by reference to the price for the onsupply sugar to which the supply contract relates) (proposed section 35B).

(b)

If the supply contract contains a 'related sugar pricing term', it must also state what
proportion of the on-supply of sugar will be 'mill economic interest sugar' and
'grower economic interest sugar'. The supply contract must contain a term which
requires the cane grower to bear the sale price exposure with respect to any grower
economic interest sugar (proposed section 35C).

(c)

The supply contract must contain a term requiring the mill owner to have an
agreement with a 'GEI sugar marketeer' to sell the sugar that is designated as
grower economic interest sugar. This requirement does not apply if the grower
and mill owner have agreed that the mill owner is to market the grower economic
interest sugar (proposed section 35D(4)).6 However, if the grower and mill owner
do not agree on who is to market the grower economic interest sugar (whether it is

For the obvious reason that, in this scenario, the grower has agreed to the sugar being marketed by the mill owner.
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the mill owner or a third party), the GEI sugar marketeer is to be a person
nominated by the grower (proposed section 35D(3)).
(d)

If the grower nominates a GEI sugar marketeer, the supply contract must include
terms requiring the mill owner to deliver the grower economic interest sugar for
sale as directed by the marketeer within a stated reasonable period and at a stated
reasonable cost. The Bill deals with the question of what is 'reasonable' in this
context (proposed section 35E).

3.15

In short, if any part of the on-supply sugar produced by a mill is 'grower economic
interest sugar', then the grower is given, by the LNP Bill, the right to choose who will
market that sugar. The proportions of the on-supply sugar that will be 'mill economic
interest sugar' and 'grower economic interest sugar' are, in the first instance, matters for
negotiation between the grower and the mill owner and, failing agreement, matters for
arbitration.

3.16

The KAP Bill gives no guidance to the arbitrator on how it would decide whether any part
of the on-supply sugar should be grower economic interest sugar or, if so, how much.
The LNP Bill provides general guidance, but does not address this issue specifically. If
the cane price formula was used as a guide, it might be argued that as much as two-thirds
of the sugar produced by a mill would be grower economic interest sugar. This question
is, however, left unanswered by both bills.

3.17

The LNP Bill compels a mill owner to enter into an agreement to supply any grower
economic interest sugar to a person nominated by a grower, and to transfer possession of
its raw sugar to the marketeer in accordance with that agreement. This is not an
agreement that the mill owner enters into voluntarily. This can be contrasted with
existing arrangements, under which most mill owners have, of their own volition, entered
into the RSSA with QSL.7

3.18

Since 2006, the entry into the RSSA by mill owners has involved the exercise, by mill
owners, of their right to decide who they will sell their sugar to, and on what terms
(noting that the RSSA contains provisions expressly permitting mill owners to terminate
the agreement). The effect of the bill, however, is to take from the mill owner the right to
enter freely into an RSSA on negotiated terms, and to instead force it to enter into a
supply agreement with a marketing entity nominated by the grower.

3.19

In this respect, the bill takes from the mill owner certain rights, inherent in its ownership
of the sugar it produces in its mill, and gives them to the cane grower. In our opinion, this
would be an expropriation of a substantial part of the property rights the mill owner
enjoys by virtue of its manufacture and ownership of the raw sugar produced in its mill.

3.20

Whether this would be described, in the language of trade law, as a 'direct' expropriation
is debatable. While the LNP Bill does not, in express terms, deprive the mill owner of the
title to any of its sugar, proposed section 35E(2) does require the mill owner to deliver the

7

Indeed, in the period immediately following the 2006 amendments, what is now known as the RSSA was described
as a 'Voluntary Marketing Agreement'.
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grower economic interest sugar to the marketeer for sale. At this point the proposed law
would have the effect of forcibly depriving the mill owner of its ownership of the sugar.
3.21

Further, and in any event, we consider that the taking from the mill owner of the right to
deal with its own property would be (again using the language of trade law) an 'indirect'
expropriation of the mill owner's property. 'Indirect' expropriation of property can result
from interference by a state in the use of property or with the enjoyment of the benefits of
that property, even where it is not seized and the legal title is unaffected.8

Comparison between the LNP Bill and the KAP Bill
3.22

The KAP Bill is similar to the LNP Bill in terms of its acquisition of the rights of a mill
owner to deal its property. The KAP Bill, like the LNP Bill, contains provisions that
require a supply contract to contain terms:
(a)

requiring the price payable to a grower for cane to be worked out by reference to
the sale price of the on-supply sugar to which the contract relates (proposed
section 33B(2)(a));

(b)

specifying what proportion of the sugar produced by a mill is 'grower economic
interest sugar', for which the grower will bear the sale price exposure (proposed
section 33B(2)(c)); and

(c)

requiring a mill owner to enter into an agreement with a 'GEI sugar marketing
entity' for the sale of the grower economic interest sugar, who is to be nominated
by the grower in the absence of agreement (proposed section 33B(2)(d) and (e)).

3.23

A side by side comparison of the relevant terms in each bill, in relation to the marketing
of 'grower economic interest sugar', is attached as Annexure A.

4.

Question 2: Does the LNP Bill provide for the recognition of 'grower economic
interest' in cane supply agreements?

4.1

Yes, although the nature of this interest is a matter of debate.

4.2

The LNP Bill defines 'grower economic interest sugar' as, for a supply contract:
'the quantity of the on-supply sugar to which the contract relates that is
not mill economic interest sugar'.

4.3

'Mill economic interest sugar' is defined as:
'that quantity of the on-supply sugar to which the contract relates for
which the mill owner is required to bear the sale price exposure.'

8

For example, see "Indirect Expropriation" and the "Right to Regulate" in International Investment Law, OECD
Directorate for Financial and Enterprise Affairs, Working Papers on International Investment No 2004/4, September
2004.
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'Grower economic interest sugar' is that quantity of the on-supply sugar to which the
supply contract relates, for which the grower bears the sale price exposure. 9 This is
consistent with proposed section 35C(3) which provides that, if only part of the on-supply
sugar is mill economic interest sugar, then the supply contract must contain a 'GEI sugar
price exposure term', which is a term providing that:
(a)

the remainder of the on-supply sugar produced by the mill is grower economic
interest sugar; and

(b)

the grower bears the sale price exposure for the grower economic interest sugar.

4.5

It is uncontroversial that cane growers are exposed, to some extent, to sugar prices as a
consequence of the cane price formula already in use in supply contracts. The bill
recognises this, although it goes further than existing agreements, in that it links this price
exposure to a given volume of the raw sugar produced by a mill. The existing cane price
formula does not do this.

4.6

Further, the LNP Bill contains provisions, outlined in paragraph 3.14 above, that:

4.7

4.8

(a)

give the cane grower the right to nominate the person who is to market the grower
economic interest sugar (the 'GEI sugar marketeer'); and

(b)

require the mill owner to supply the grower economic interest sugar to this
marketeer.

These provisions go far beyond existing supply contracts, which generally contain no
provisions interfering with the right of a mill owner to deal as it sees fit with the sugar
produced in its mill. In this sense, it can be said that the LNP Bill 'recognises' grower
economic interest in two ways:
(a)

it provides for terms that confirm that growers have an exposure to sugar prices
with respect to a given volume of the sugar produced by a mill; and

(b)

it gives the grower the right to decide how (and by whom) that sugar is to be
marketed.

This second point is consistent with the statement published by the LNP with the
exposure draft of the bill, which stated that the bill:
'Allows Growers the choice of who markets their sugar through the
cane supply agreement' (emphasis added)10

9

The 'on-supply sugar to which the contract relates' is not defined. The bill appears to contemplate that this is the
sugar actually produced from the cane delivered to the mill by the grower. However, in practical terms, it is
extremely difficult to connect a specific parcel of sugar to a specific parcel of cane. Further, since the amount of
sugar that can be produced from a given volume of cane will vary depending on the time of the day, and of the
season, in which the cane is crushed, this concept has the potential to create equity issues between growers. These
issues are not addressed in the bill.
10

http://debfrecklington.com.au/content/31/exposure-draft---sugar-industry-facilitating-grower-choice-amendment-bill
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Subject to one caveat, this statement is accurate. The difficulty is that, currently, the
sugar produced in a mill belongs to a mill owner. From a grower perspective, this would
only become 'their' sugar (ie. a grower would only acquire an interest in that part of the
mill's output) by virtue of the provisions in the bill itself, which take from the mill owner,
and give to the grower, the right to decide who will market the grower economic interest
sugar. For the reasons set out above, it is difficult to reconcile this statement with the
earlier passage, from the same media release, which states that the bill avoids the
expropriation of mill owners' property rights.

Comparison with the KAP Bill
4.10

The KAP Bill is the same as the LNP Bill in this respect.

4.11

Proposed section 33B(2)(c) of the KAP Bill requires a supply contract to contain a term
that designates as 'grower economic interest sugar' any raw sugar to which a supply
contract relates that it is not 'mill economic interest sugar'.

4.12

Like the LNP Bill, the KAP Bill contains provisions:
(a)

recognising that the grower bears the sale price exposure with respect to any
grower economic interest sugar (proposed section 33B(2)(c)); and

(b)

giving the grower the right to designate the person who is to market the grower
economic interest sugar, and requiring the mill owner to supply the grower
economic interest sugar to this entity (proposed section 33B(2)(d)).

5.

Question 3: Does the LNP Bill provide for pre-contract arbitration between growers
and mill owners?

5.1

Yes. Proposed section 35G of the LNP Bill sets out the circumstances where a cane
grower and mill owner will be taken to be in dispute with respect to a term of a proposed
cane supply contract. This section provides for such a dispute to be referred to arbitration
in accordance with the Commercial Arbitration Act 2013 (Qld). Proposed sections 35H
to 35J contain provisions relating to the arbitration of that dispute in accordance with the
Commercial Arbitration Act.

5.2

This is, by any definition, a regime for the arbitration of disputes in relation to the
proposed terms and conditions of a contract (ie. pre-contract arbitration). The parties may
well have exchanged proposals at the point where arbitration is triggered, perhaps even
draft agreements, but no contract has been entered into. It is to resolve this disagreement
that arbitration is proposed.

5.3

It is of course common for contracts to have provisions for the resolution of disputes,
often involving commercial arbitration. It is, however, much rarer for statutes to create
regimes for the arbitration of disputes about the terms and conditions of proposed
contracts. Such regimes can be found chiefly in relation to access to essential
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infrastructure facilities, such as gas pipelines, electricity networks, railways and
telecommunications networks.11 These are all types of infrastructure that:

5.4

(a)

are 'bottlenecks' (ie. a person needs to access to these facilities to compete in
upstream or downstream markets); and

(b)

cannot feasibly be duplicated (usually because they have natural monopoly
characteristics).

In comparison, the duplication of sugar mills (either by the same or different owners) is
commonplace in Queensland. It is extremely unlikely that a sugar mill would satisfy the
criteria to be regulated in the same way as essential infrastructure facilities.

Comparison with the KAP Bill
5.5

The LNP Bill is very similar to the KAP Bill in this respect. Proposed section 35A of the
KAP Bill sets out the circumstances where a grower and mill owner will be taken to be in
dispute with respect to a term of a proposed supply contract. This section also provides
for such a dispute to be referred to arbitration in accordance with the Commercial
Arbitration Act.

5.6

A side by side comparison of the relevant terms of each bill, in relation to pre-contract
arbitration, is attached as Annexure B.

6.

Other differences of note between the two bills

The terms on which the mill owner will supply 'grower economic interest sugar' to the
marketing entity selected by the grower
6.1

Both bills contain provisions giving the grower the right to decide who will market the
grower economic interest sugar, and compelling the mill owner to enter into an agreement
to supply the grower economic interest sugar to the selected marketing entity.

6.2

However, the KAP Bill is silent as to:

6.3

(a)

the terms and conditions on which the mill owner will supply the grower economic
interest sugar to the marketing entity; and

(b)

what happens if the mill owner and marketing entity are unable to reach
agreement.

The absence of any provisions relating to this agreement has the potential to produce an
impasse in the sugar supply chain. In the scenario contemplated by the KAP Bill, a mill
owner is compelled to enter into an agreement to supply sugar to a designated entity in
circumstances where the mill owner:
(a)

bears no exposure to sugar prices and will earn no commercial return on that
grower economic interest sugar;

11

For example, Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth), Parts IIIA, XIC; National Electricity Law, Part 10;
National Gas Law, Chapter 6; Queensland Competition Authority Act 1997 (Qld), Part 5.
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(b)

will incur certain costs (eg. storage and transportation) for which it would
normally wish to be compensated; and

(c)

would normally wish to bear no risk associated with the grower economic interest
sugar (since it is no longer the mill owner's to sell) and may wish to be
indemnified for such risks, either by the marketing entity or the grower.

6.4

In this scenario, it is conceivable that a mill owner and marketing entity may fail to come
to terms, especially since the marketing entity is negotiating in a situation where the mill
owner is forbidden from selling the grower economic interest sugar to any other person.

6.5

The LNP Bill says more on this subject. Proposed section 35E provides that the supply
contract must include terms requiring the mill owner to deliver the grower economic
interest sugar for sale as directed by the marketing entity within a stated reasonable period
and at a stated reasonable cost. Specifically, the LNP Bill provides that:

6.6

(a)

the time for delivery must be 'reasonable' having regard to the likely period in
which a mill owner could deliver raw sugar to a related body corporate (we
presume, although this is not clear, that this is a related body corporate who,
hypothetically, would wish to take receipt of the sugar in the same location as the
nominated marketing entity); and

(b)

the cost of delivery must be 'reasonable' having regard to the likely cost of delivery
to a related body corporate (this appears to allow the mill owner to recover
reasonable costs of transport, storage, etc, but not any costs of production).

There are three points to note about the LNP Bill in this respect:
(a)

It defines what is 'reasonable' in terms of time for delivery and cost, by reference
to the time within, and the cost at which, the mill owner could supply to a related
body corporate. This fails to account for the possibility that there are certain costs
(eg. overheads) that might be shared with a related body corporate (and therefore
not normally chargeable) but which would be relevant to the cost of supply to a
unrelated marketing body. A related body corporate may also share, with the mill
owner, business, IT and finance systems that would permit the mill owner to
deliver sugar faster than it could deliver to an unrelated marketing entity.

(b)

It contemplates that the mill owner will negotiate certain terms on which it will
supply grower economic interest sugar to a marketing entity not with the
marketing entity itself, but with the grower. Given the potential complexity
relating to such terms, this appears impractical (although presumably the grower
could act in concert with the marketing entity during these negotiations).

(c)

Other crucial terms, such as conditions relating to the risk associated with the
grower economic interest sugar and the way in which payments will be determined
(eg. through pooling), are not addressed at all.
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Providing guidance to the arbitrator
6.7

While both bills provide for the arbitration of disputes about proposed supply contracts,
the KAP bill is silent on what the arbitrator is to consider in arbitrating the dispute. This
places the arbitrator in an invidious position, since an arbitrator acting under the
Commercial Arbitration Act would normally be guided as to the determination of the
dispute by a properly formulated arbitration agreement (as opposed to the deemed
agreement created by the bill).

6.8

Again, the LNP Bill says more in this respect than the KAP bill:
(a)

proposed section 35H(4) requires the arbitrator to have regard to the principal
object of the Sugar Industry Act; and

(b)

proposed section 35I prohibits discrimination against a grower who nominates a
third person as the marketing entity for the grower economic interest sugar.

6.9

Proposed section 35I does, however, have the potential to limit the services that a mill
owner might be prepared to offer to growers generally. For example, proposed section
35I suggests that a mill owner who offered forward pricing facilities to growers who
choose the mill owner to market the grower economic interest sugar, would need to make
those same facilities available, on identical terms, to a grower who nominated a separate
marketing body, even though, in that second scenario, the mill owner is compelled to
deliver up possession of the grower economic interest sugar, and has no control over the
price at which that sugar is sold. Faced with such an outcome, it is possible a mill owner
might elect, instead, to make no such facilities available at all.

6.10

Such a requirement could also limit the ability of a mill owner to offer more attractive
terms to growers to encourage them to choose the mill owner to market the grower
economic interest sugar (noting that there is no such prohibition on any third party who
would be competing with mill owners to acquire the right to market 'grower economic
interest' sugar).

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you wish to discuss this matter in further detail.
Yours faithfully
MINTER ELLISON

Justin Oliver
Partner
Contact: Justin Oliver T: +61 7 3119 6332
F: +61 7 3119 1332 justin.oliver@minterellison.com
OUR REF: JPO 1109531
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ANNEXURE A: COMPARISON OF TERMS RELATING TO THE MARKETING OF
'GROWER ECONOMIC INTEREST SUGAR'
LNP Bill

KAP Bill

Section 35B
(1) The supply contract must include a term
providing for the amount, or the basis for working
out the amount, of the payment to the grower for
the supply of the cane (the cane payment).
(2) Unless the grower and mill owner otherwise
agree, the term mentioned in subsection (1) must
be a related sugar pricing term.
(3) A related sugar pricing term is a term requiring
the amount of the cane payment to be worked out
in a stated way by linking the amount to the sale
price of the on-supply sugar to which the supply
contract relates.

Section 33B(2)(a)
The supply contract must include ... a term
requiring the amount of the payment to the
grower for the supply of the cane to be worked
out in a stated way by direct or indirect reference
to an estimated sale price of the on-supply sugar
to which the contract relates

Section 35C(2)
The supply contract must also include a term—
(a) providing that all, or a stated proportion, of the
on-supply sugar to which the contract relates is
mill economic interest sugar; and
(b) requiring the mill owner to bear the sale price
exposure for the sale of the mill economic interest
sugar.

Section 33B(2)(b)
The supply contract must include ... a term
providing for the proportion of the on-supply
sugar for which the mill owner must bear the sale
price exposure

Section 35C(3)
If only a stated proportion of the on-supply sugar
is mill economic interest sugar, the supply contract
must also include a term (a GEI sugar price
exposure term)—
(a) providing that the remaining on-supply sugar is
grower economic interest sugar; and
(b) requiring the grower to bear the sale price
exposure for the sale of the grower economic
interest sugar.

Section 33B(2)(c)
The supply contract must include ... a term
providing for the proportion, if any, of the onsupply sugar for which the grower must bear the
sale price exposure (the grower economic interest
sugar)

Section 35D(2)
The supply contract must also include a term (a
GEI sugar marketing term) requiring the mill
owner to have an agreement with a stated entity
(the GEI sugar marketeer) to sell the grower
economic interest sugar.

Section 33B(2)(d)
The supply contract must include ... a term
requiring the mill owner to have an agreement
with a stated entity (the GEI sugar marketing
entity) to sell that quantity of the on-supply sugar
at least equal to the quantity of the grower
economic interest sugar

Section 35D(3)
Unless the grower and mill owner otherwise agree,
the GEI sugar marketing term must provide for an
entity nominated by the grower to be the GEI
sugar marketeer.

Section 33B(2)(e)
The supply contract must include ... a term
providing that if the grower and mill owner can
not agree which entity will be the GEI sugar
marketing entity, the grower must nominate an
entity as the GEI sugar marketing entity and the
mill owner must accept the nomination
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COMPARISON OF TERMS RELATING TO PRE-CONTRACT

LNP Bill

KAP Bill

Section 35G(1)
This section applies if—
(a) a grower is negotiating, or has attempted to
negotiate, a supply contract (an intended supply
contract) with a mill owner; and
(b) the grower gives the mill owner a notice
requiring the mill owner to use all reasonable
endeavours to negotiate a supply contract within a
stated period (the negotiation period) of at least
10 business days; and
(c) at the end of the negotiation period, the
grower and mill owner dispute a term of the
intended supply contract proposed by either of
them.

Section 33A(1)
This section applies if—
(a) a grower is negotiating, or has attempted to
negotiate, a supply contract (an intended supply
contract) with a mill owner; and
(b) the grower gives the mill owner a notice
requiring the mill owner to use all reasonable
endeavours to negotiate a supply contract within a
stated period (the negotiation period) of at least
10 business days; and
(c) at the end of the negotiation period, the
grower and mill owner dispute a proposed term of
the intended supply contract.

Section 35G(2)(a)
The grower and mill owner are taken to have
made an agreement (a dispute referral
agreement) ... to refer the dispute to arbitration

Section 33A(2)
The grower and mill owner are taken to have
made an agreement (the referral agreement) to
refer the dispute to arbitration.

Section 35G(3)
Despite the Commercial Arbitration Act 2013,
section 7, the dispute referral agreement is taken
to be an arbitration agreement under that Act.

Section 33A(4)
Despite the Commercial Arbitration Act 2013,
section 7, the referral agreement is taken to be an
arbitration agreement under that Act.

Section 35H(2)
The Commercial Arbitration Act 2013 applies to
the arbitration subject to subsections (3) and (4)
and section 35I.

Section 33A(3)
If the grower or mill owner refers a dispute about
a proposed term of the intended supply contract
to arbitration, the Commercial Arbitration Act
2013 applies to the arbitration subject to
subsections (4) and (5).

Section 33H(3)
The arbitral tribunal appointed for the arbitration
may decide the dispute about the proposed term
only by deciding the term.

Section 33A(5)
The arbitral tribunal appointed for the arbitration
may decide the dispute about the proposed term
only by deciding the term.

Section 33H(4)
No corresponding provision
For deciding a term of the intended supply
contract, the arbitral tribunal must have regard to
the principal object of this Act.
No corresponding provision
Section 33I
(1) This section applies to an arbitral tribunal for
deciding a term (the relevant term) of an intended
supply contract under section 35H if—
(a) a GEI sugar marketing term is a proposed term
of the intended supply contract; and
(b) the grower proposes to nominate an entity to
be the GEI sugar marketeer.
(2) The relevant term must not have the effect of
ME_124493678_1 (W2007)
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unreasonably treating the grower less favourably
than the grower would be likely to be treated if a
mill-related entity were to be the GEI sugar
marketeer.
(3) Without limiting subsection (2), the relevant
term would have the effect of unreasonably
treating the grower less favourably for the
subsection if the effect were that the grower
would unreasonably pay more for a service
provided by the mill owner under the intended
supply contract than the grower would pay for the
service if a mill-related entity were the GEI sugar
marketeer.
Section 33J
(1) This section applies if under section 35H an
arbitral tribunal decides all disputes about the
proposed terms of an intended supply contract
between a grower and mill owner.
(2) The grower and mill owner are taken to have
made a supply contract including—
(a) the terms decided by the arbitral tribunal; and
(b) any terms agreed between the parties.

ME_124493678_1 (W2007)

Section 33A(6)
If the arbitral tribunal decides each dispute about
the proposed terms of the intended supply
contract, the grower and mill owner are taken to
have made a supply contract including—
(a) any terms agreed between the parties; and
(b) the terms decided by the arbitral tribunal.
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Attachment 5 - Cane price formula [0.009 x sugar price x (ccs –
4)]sensitivity analysis: marketing premiums and sugar content
Mill
efficiency

CCS

ICE#11
Sugar price / t

Marketing
Premium

0.009

13

$ 450.00

Nil

0.009

13

$ 450.00

$

0.009

13

$ 450.00

0.009

13

0.009

13

Growers cane
Price per tonne

Marketing premium improvements

INCREASE in
Growers cane
Price per tonne

$

36.45

Baseline

1.00

$

36.53

$1.00 increase in marketing premium

$.08c per tonne

$

2.00

$

36.61

$ 2.00 increase in marketing premium

$ .16c per tonne

$ 450.00

$

3.00

$

36.69

$ 3.00 increase marketing premium

$ .24c per tonne

$ 450.00

$

5.00

$

36.85

$ 5.00 increase in marketing premium

Marketing
Premium

Cane farmer’s
Price per tonne

$ .40c per tonne

INCREASE in
Growers cane
Price per tonne

Mill
efficiency

CCS

ICE#11
Sugar price / t

0.009

13

$ 450.00

$

2.00

$

36.61

Baseline

0.009

13.5

$ 450.00

$

2.00

$

38.64

0.5 unit increase in CCS

$2.03 per tonne

0.009

14.0

$ 450.00

$

2.00

$

40.68

1.0 unit increase in CCS

$4.07 per tonne

0.009

15

$ 450.00

$

2.00

$

44.75

2.0 units increase in CCS

$8.14 per tonne

CCS increase

Sensitivity Analysis cont. [0.009 x sugar price x (ccs – 4)]
ICE#11 based on average achieved by QSL over 5 years from July 2009 to 2014
Year
ending
June

Mill
efficiency

ICE#11
Growers cane
ICE#11 increase in actual sugar price
Actual Sugar
Price per
over baseline of 2014
price / t
tonne

CCS

2014

0.009

13

$ 406.00

$

32.88

Baseline (lowest price achieved – 2014)

2010

0.009

13

$ 529.00

$

42.85

$ 123.00 increase in actual sugar price

2011

0.009

13

$ 460.00

$

37.26

2012

0.009

13

$ 533.00

$

43.17

2013

0.009

13

$ 455.00

$

36.85

2014

0.009

13

$ 406.00

$

32.88

$

54.00 increase in actual sugar price

$ 127.00 increase in actual sugar price
$

49.00 increase in actual sugar price

INCREASE in
Growers cane on
baseline
Price per tonne

$ 9.97 per tonne
$ 4.38 per tonne
$ 10.29 per tonne
$ 3.97 per tonne
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1

INTRODUCTION

1
introduction

In our view, the Sugar Industry (Real Choice in Marketing) Amendment Bill 2015 (hereafter, the Bill)
that has been introduced into the Queensland Parliament as a private member’s bill by the Katter
Australia Party represents a move to re-regulate the sugar industry, at least partially. This is not
denied by proponents of the Bill. Indeed, in the covering letter to their July 2015 submission to the
Agriculture and Environment Committee of the Queensland Parliament, CANEGROWERS and the
Australian Cane Farmers Association (ACFA) describe the Bill as “a form of light handed procompetition regulation”. They regard the “introduction of some light form of regulation” as necessary
to offset a claimed increase in the bargaining power of sugar millers relative to cane growers. They
regard the Bill as pro-competitive because they think it will “provide for real competition in the
provision of sugar marketing services”. We take the views expressed by CANEGROWERS and ACFA
as representative of the views of the proponents of the Bill generally, noting that in responding to the
Parliamentary Committee, a number of the regional cane growers organisations endorse the
CANEGROWERS/ACFA submission.
The claim is that the increase in the bargaining power of the millers arises from consolidation of the
milling sector following substantial foreign investment. There is an increasing trend for foreign-owned
millers to switch from having the raw sugar that they produce marketed by Queensland Sugar Limited
(QSL) to self-marketing arrangements. The Bill seeks to inhibit this by giving growers the right to
dictate how millers market “grower economic interest (GEI) sugar”, while leaving millers free to market
“miller economic interest (MEI) sugar” as they see fit. It also seeks to give growers additional recourse
to arbitration in the event of failure of commercial negotiations regarding cane-supply contracts.
CANEGROWERS and ACFA are particularly concerned about the implications of replacing a stalled
collective agreement between a miller and the relevant growers with contracts between individual
growers and the miller.
In seeking to establish an economic case in support of the Bill, CANEGROWERS and ACFA rely on a
June 2015 report prepared for them by Deloitte Access Economics (DAE)1.
In the rest of this report, we address the following aspects of the economic case for the Bill:
—
—
—
—

Whether or not from the point of view of competition policy there exists a market failure sufficient to
justify regulatory intervention in cane supply arrangements
Whether or not the regulatory intervention implied by the Bill should be regarded as light handed
Whether or not the regulatory intervention implied by the Bill should be regarded as pro-competitive
Whether or not the introduction of compulsory arbitration provisions for disputes arising in the
commercial negotiation of cane supply arrangements would be appropriate.
We also provide an assessment of the June 2015 DAE Report.
Raw Sugar Marketing Arrangements Study, prepared for CANEGROWERS and Australian Cane Farmers Association by Deloitte Access
Economics, 11 June 2015.
1
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2

IS THERE A
MARKET FAILURE
WARRANTING
REGULATORY
INTERVENTION?

2
is there a market failure warranting regulatory intervention?

The Sugar Industry (Real Choice in Marketing) Amendment Bill 2015 seeks to impose a form of
regulation on the sugar milling industry by a means outside the normal instruments of competition
policy: the Commonwealth Competition and Consumer Act or the Queensland Competition Authority
Act, for example. The prime motivations for the Bill are to address a claimed imbalance of market
power between cane growers and sugar millers and to promote competition in the market for the
provision of sugar-marketing services. Both these would normally be regarded as falling within the
ambit of the normal instruments of competition policy.
Competition regulators do, from time to time, intervene in industries to redress market failures.
Typically, such interventions occur where the industries are natural monopolies, which is to say that
the lowest cost form of industry organisation is to have a single producer. Intervention occurs because
monopolies can typically set their prices well above those that would prevail in a competitive market,
to the detriment of consumers and economic efficiency. The intervention usually involves regulation of
these prices or, less intrusively, monitoring of prices, with 'naming and shaming' by regulators of
monopolists who charge prices that are too high. Examples of industries that have been subject to
such intervention include telecommunications, electricity distribution, water and airports.
Another form of regulatory intervention is mandated access to infrastructure. The idea here is to stop
the owners of a key piece of infrastructure from leveraging that ownership into the exercise of market
power in downstream markets. The canonical example is a railway that provides transport from a mine
to a port. If the owner of the railway is also a miner, it can prevent other miners from getting to the
port. The other miners then won't have a viable mining business, and the railway owner becomes a
monopoly miner.
The question of whether or not access to infrastructure should be granted is hotly debated on a case
by case basis at both Commonwealth and State levels. It is really a question of whether a market
failure exists for the provision of infrastructure services. Hence, one appropriate way to address the
issue of whether or not a policy-relevant market failure exists in the markets targeted by the Bill is to
consider whether or not a sugar mill could meet the criteria for regulated access by cane growers.
According to the QCA Act2, for a service to be eligible for declaration for regulated access, it must be
the case:
a) that access (or increased access) to the service would promote a material increase in
competition in at least 1 market (whether or not in Australia), other than the market for the
service;
b) that it would be uneconomical to duplicate the facility for the service;
c) that the facility for the service is significant, having regard to its size or its importance to the
Queensland economy;
d) that access (or increased access) to the service can be provided safely;
2

These access criteria mirror those of Section 44G of Part IIIA of the Commonwealth Competition and Consumer Act.
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e) that access (or increased access) to the service would not be contrary to the public interest.
Four of these (namely, (a)-(c) and (e)) relate directly to the economic issues underlying the Bill. No
issues relating to criterion (d) are at issue in the debate surrounding the Bill.
CANEGROWERS and the ACFA argue that the Bill would increase competition in the market for the
provision of sugar-marketing services (c.f. criterion a). However, for reasons elaborated in Section 4
(below) we are not convinced by this argument.
It seems inconceivable that a sugar mill could satisfy the “uneconomical to duplicate” criterion (b). This
is especially so following the High Court’s interpretation of the criterion in the Pilbara case. That
decision established that the criterion should be interpreted as a private-profitability test rather than a
social-efficiency test.
Judgements about criterion (c) are necessarily subjective but it is unlikely that any stakeholder in the
Bill would argue that the sugar industry as a whole, or the milling sector that is a key component of the
industry, is not significant for the Queensland economy. It might be the case that a particular mill could
not pass the economic-significance test at the State-wide level, although in most cases it could be
demonstrated that mills are significant to their local economies.
The public-interest criterion (e) seems odd, especially expressed in the negative, as it is. It has
generally been regarded as available to cover issues outside the core economic case for regulated
access – environmental issues, for example.
In our understanding, the debate surrounding the Bill relates mainly to the core economic issues. In
the competition-policy context, these are covered by criteria (a)-(c). Sugar mills could conceivably be
regarded as candidates for regulated access only on the last of these core economic criteria. Hence, it
is extremely unlikely that the normal rules of competition policy would regard sugar milling as being
characterised by market failure sufficient to justify the mandating of access regulations such as are
implied by the Bill.
In addition, there is the public-interest point that the imposition of new restrictions on the terms on
which millers contract with growers might inhibit the sort of investment in the milling sector that has
occurred in recent years. Even uncertainty about whether or not such restrictions will be imposed is
likely to inhibit the investment. Inhibition of investment in the milling sector is likely to have a negative
impact on traditional aspects of the sugar industry. Perhaps more importantly, it is likely to stifle the
development of new uses for cane – in energy generation, for example. This would be especially
detrimental for the economic prospects of cane farmers who have limited opportunity to diversify into
other crops.
It is important to note that competition policy does not require that all parties to a commercial
negotiation have equal bargaining power. Such a requirement would clearly be infeasible. What it
does require is that a party should not be able to exploit any market power (e.g., monopoly or
monopsony position) in ways that are contrary to economic efficiency or manifestly unfair to other
parties. In our view, proponents of the Bill have not identified any such policy-relevant market failures
in sugar-milling or any evidence of millers’ behaviour that is manifestly unfair to the cane growers that
supply the mills.
In forming these views, we were heavily influenced by the level of protection apparently afforded to
growers by the established approach to cane pricing (as set out on p. 11 of the ASMC submission to
the Parliamentary Committee). Historically, this has ensured that growers receive about two thirds of
the marketing agency’s aggregate receipts from the sale of raw sugar. A key feature of the established
pricing formula is that it is anchored by observable measures of the world sugar price – the ICE11 and
ICE16 prices published by the US Intercontinental Futures Exchange. In our understanding, millers
have very limited scope to manipulate growers’ financial returns so long as cane is priced using a
formula that is anchored to an observable measure of the world sugar price.
We are not aware of any suggestions in the debate surrounding the Bill that the established approach
to cane pricing should be abandoned. Most of the articulated concern has been about the allocation of
margins that sugar marketers can attract on top of the observable world-price anchors. Our
understanding is that these represent only a small share of the total returns that the marketers realise
from the sale of sugar.
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In our view, the main danger facing growers is that the established approach to cane pricing might
eventually be abandoned. Feasible manipulations within the established approach do not seem to
pose serious threats. Hence growers have a substantial interest in ensuring persistence of an
approach in which the returns that growers receive from the raw sugar market is anchored to an
observable measure of the world sugar price. However, this should not be interpreted as requiring no
change at all in the established pricing formula. Augmentations may be required, for example, to
ensure that growers get a return from new non-sugar uses of cane that are developed commercially.
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DOES THE BILL
REPRESENT
LIGHT HANDED
REGULATION?

3
Does the bill represent light handed regulation?

The essence of the light-handed approach to regulation is that it seeks to ensure that the regulator
does not interfere with the efficient operation of the regulated entity’s business. This reflects the view
that information asymmetries generally mean that the entity’s owners and managers are in a much
better position to make decisions about the operation of the entity than is the regulator. It is wellrecognised in the literature on economic regulation that information asymmetries are a major obstacle
to the design of efficient regulatory regimes. Regulated entities, even if they recognise the legitimacy
of the regulator’s objectives, often complain that regulatory processes inhibit the operational efficiency
of their businesses and that it would be better for the managers of the entities, rather than the
regulator, to devise means of meeting the regulator’s objectives.
The most common form of light-handed regulation is the monitoring by the regulator of the prices
charged by the regulated entity or of other objectively observable outcomes of the entity’s operation.
The ACCC’s oversight of Australia’s major airports is an example of such an approach. Under a
monitoring regime, the regulator will interfere with the regulated entity’s operations only if the
monitored data reveal evidence that the entity is behaving in ways that the regulatory regime is
designed to prevent. For example, if there is evidence that the entity’s prices exceed those that could
be supported in a competitive market, the regulator might intervene to modify the entity’s pricing
practices.
The impact of the Sugar Industry (Real Choice in Marketing) Amendment Bill 2015 would not be lighthanded in this sense. Rather, the Bill seeks to constrain from the outset a miller’s marketing decisions,
whether or not the miller’s preferred decisions would have adverse consequences for the growers who
supply cane to the mill.
Moreover, it seems likely that very substantial disruption to normal milling operations would be
required for the miller to comply with the requirements of the Bill other than in a very arbitrary way.
The reason is that the Bill seeks to make a tangible distinction between “GEI sugar” and “MEI sugar”.
Our understanding is that this violates established legal practice, under which growers own the cane
until the miller takes delivery of it, at which point the cane becomes the miller’s property. The sugar
that the mill produces is always the miller’s property, never the grower’s. More importantly from an
economic point of view, our understanding is that, with current milling practices, it is infeasible to
distinguish accurately between the sugar produced from different growers’ cane. To make such a
distinction, the miller would have to process separately batches of cane supplied by different growers.
It seems clear that this would be substantially less efficient than the current practice of processing
cane without distinguishing between batches supplied by different growers.
Proponents of the Bill frequently talk as though all that would be required to operationalise the Bill is to
recognise that GEI constitutes about two thirds of the value of raw sugar and MEI constitutes about
one third. Our understanding is that this two-thirds/one-third allocation just reflects the after-the-fact
implication of established cane-pricing practices. This does not seem to be a sufficient basis to
support a system (such as would be required by the Bill) under which millers are expected to take
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responsibility for ensuring that sugar somehow attributable to cane supplied by a particular grower is
marketed in a way that conforms to that grower’s preferences.
If our understanding of the technology of sugar milling and of the requirements of the Bill with respect
to GEI and MEI sugar is correct, the Bill is far from light-handed in the way in which it would impose
implicit regulations on sugar millers. A truly light-handed approach might involve a regulator
monitoring the prices that millers pay growers for cane (or perhaps just the underlying pricing formula)
and intervening only if there is evidence that a miller’s marketing preferences have adverse
implications for its growers’ returns.
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4

IS THE BILL PROCOMPETITIVE?

4
is the bill pro-co mpetitive?

As noted in Section 1 (above), CANEGROWERS and the ACFA regard the Bill as pro-competitive
because they think it will “provide for real competition in the provision of sugar marketing services”.
We regard this claim as odd in the context of the history of sugar marketing arrangements in Australia.
The previous system under which marketing through QSL was compulsory was clearly uncompetitive
as far as the provision of sugar marketing services is concerned. The deregulation reforms of the early
2000s made participation in the QSL scheme voluntary, establishing a situation in which the
emergence of competition in sugar marketing was possible. Recent developments, with some millers
choosing to opt out of the QSL scheme in favour of alternative arrangements, demonstrate that
competition in marketing is now a reality as well as a possibility. Hence, it does not seem that the Bill
is necessary to activate competition in the provision of marketing services.
What the Bill would do is to expand the range of participants on the buy side of the market for
marketing services, whereas the promotion of competition is more often thought of as ensuring that
there are sufficient participants on the sell side.
Even if the view is taken that sustaining competition in the provision of marketing services requires an
expansion of the buy side relative to the current situation in which it is millers who buy those services,
our judgement is that the costs that the Bill is likely to impose on the milling industry (see Section 3,
above) suggest that the Bill as currently constituted would be an inappropriate method of promoting
competition.
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5

IS COMPULSORY
ARBITRATION
APPROPRIATE?

5
is co mpulsor y arbitration appropriate?

It is clear that the relationship between a sugar mill and cane growers located in its geographical
vicinity is one of mutual dependence. Both parties have only limited opportunities to earn revenue
from their assets (the mill or the farms) other than from the processing and growing of sugar cane.
This provides a powerful incentive for the parties to reach mutually beneficial commercial agreements.
The refusal of either party to participate in the growing/processing chain would be fatal to the
commercial prospects of the other party.
In this context, an arbitrator (or regulator) to which the parties have statutory access can become an
obstacle to the parties’ reaching commercial agreements. The threat of appealing to the arbitrator can
simply delay the inevitable need for the parties to agree. Frequently, the threat is used just as a
bargaining ploy rather than as a precursor to actually having a dispute settled by the arbitrator.
The best example of this in the experience of economic regulation in Queensland is the relationship
between the Central Queensland coal miners and Aurizon Network, the operator of the Central
Queensland coal rail network. The threat of appeal to the QCA has often been used in disputes
between these mutually dependent parties. Sometimes this threat has resulted in costly and lengthy
legal proceedings. But the matters in dispute are generally eventually settled by commercial
agreement.
This experience suggests strongly that the imposition of statutory arbitration options for settlement of
disputes between sugar millers and cane farmers might not be a useful innovation.
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6

ASSESSMENT OF
THE DAE REPORT

6
assessment of the dae report

6.1 Introduction
This chapter provides an assessment of the DAE report that was appended to the
CANEGROWERS/ACFA submission to the Parliamentary Committee3.
The DAE report attempts to provide a rationale in economic analysis for the arguments in the
submission. Unfortunately, it is deficient in several respects:
—

—
—

—

—

It confuses the concepts of market power and bargaining power. DAE asserts that the mills have
market power, in the form of monopsony power, and claims that this justifies re-regulation of the
industry. But what DAE actually means is bargaining power. This is not mere semantics, as the
exercise of market power is a market failure, but the exercise of bargaining power is not.
More importantly, DAE provides no evidence at all that the mills possess, much less exercise, any
market power in their relationships with the cane growers.
In making its arguments, DAE ignores inconvenient facts, such as the fact the price that cane growers
receive for their sugar cane is set by a formula with reference to parameters that are beyond the
control of the millers, the most important being an objectively observable measure of the world price of
sugar.
DAE appears not to appreciate the importance of the few facts that it does present in its report. For
example, on page 4 it says that Australia produces just 2.5 per cent of the global sugar supply. This
small market share means that there is nothing that Australian sugar producers can do, either
individually or collectively, to affect the world price of sugar. This being the case, there is nothing to be
gained by having QSL act as the monopoly single-desk marketer of Australian sugar, and nothing to
be lost by having Australian sugar sold on world markets on a decentralised basis (or in DAE’s
pejorative phrase, a “fragmented” basis).
The DAE report does not question the very odd concept of “Growers’ Economic Interest” as a
legitimate reason (or pretext) for growers to have (by way of statutory regulation) a say in the
marketing of sugar. DAE does not ask why the suppliers of an input to an industry (sugar cane by the
canegrowers) should have any say at all in the marketing of the output of the industry (sugar produced
by sugar mills). This is like beef cattle farmers having a statutory right to the marketing of a portion of
McDonald’s hamburgers, or, closer to home, like Microsoft having a statutory right to the marketing of
a portion of reports written by DAE, because they are written using MS Word.
What is also striking about the DAE Report is how hedged are its findings and conclusions. The report
is full of qualified language like “could be”, “may be” and “has the potential to”. This is unsurprising
given that DAE can provide no evidence – at all – to support its arguments.

3

See footnote 1.
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6.2 DAE’s analysis of market power
Following some background material in Chapter 2, the gist of DAE’s argument is found in Chapter 3,
which has the suggestive title “Market Power”.
DAE recognises the interdependence between cane growers and sugar millers but draws the
erroneous conclusion that mills have market power vis a vis cane growers.
The interdependence between cane growers and millers is a function of the physical characteristics of
sugar cane – that it is bulky and expensive to transport and that it must be processed in a mill within
about 16 hours of being harvested. These characteristics, together the existence of rail transport
infrastructure linking cane farms and sugar mills, means that in most cases cane farmers can send
their cane only to their local mills.
DAE interprets these facts to conclude that a mill has the whip hand in its relationship with cane
farmers in its surrounding district. Indeed, several times in its report DAE says that mills are
monopsonists in their regions, i.e., they possess monopoly buying power, which can be used to
extract surplus from cane growers, as well as being economically inefficient in the sense that it results
in less than the optimal amount of sugar cane and hence sugar being produced. However, DAE’s
analysis and conclusions are flawed.
While it is true that cane growers must, for all practical purposes, sell their sugar cane to their local
mill, it is equally true that the local mill must buy its sugar cane from the local growers. The situation is
entirely balanced. It is simply false, contrary to what DAE says at page 21 of its report, that sugar mills
have monopoly power in a region because there is only one mill and many cane growers (the textbook
monopsonist). The statement is false because cane growers have been authorised under the
provisions of the Queensland Sugar Industry Act to bargain collectively with mills. Thus the situation is
one of a series of bilateral monopolies, with one seller (the cane growers, collectively) and one buyer
(the mill).
A market structure of bilateral monopoly is not one in which market power is exercised. Rather, it is
one in which each side has a certain amount of bargaining power, which is a different matter
altogether and not indicative of market failure at all. In general, the outcome of bargaining between a
single buyer and a single seller tends to favour the side that can afford to be patient, to sit and wait
while the other side makes a better offer4. In the case of the sugar industry, however, neither side has
the ability to sit and wait for the other side to make a better offer. This is because the process of
buying and selling is governed by contracts between buyers and sellers (in fact under the Queensland
Sugar Industry Act, cane cannot be bought and sold in the absence of a contract). Moreover, as
mentioned above, the cane must be processed within about 16 hours of harvesting, so the mill cannot
play hard ball and refuse to take the cane unless the growers accept lower prices (or it won’t have a
product to sell).
Furthermore, and very importantly, as discussed in Chapter 2 (above), the price paid by mills to cane
growers is determined by a formula with reference to parameters that are beyond the control of mills,
including the world price of sugar. Thus, even if mills possessed stronger bargaining power (and DAE
provides no evidence that they do) and even if they were of a mind to use that bargaining power (and
DAE provides no evidence that they have), mills would not be able to use that bargaining power to
their advantage by demanding a lower price from cane growers.
In the longer run, if any side possesses more bargaining power, it is the cane growers. They have the
option of using their land to grow other crops, as acknowledged by DAE. The fact that significant
investment would be required is neither here nor there: cane growers can make a business decision
about whether to grow sugar cane on their land or grow something else. Or in some cases they can
sell their land to a golf course resort developer5. In contrast, sugar mills have only one use, which is
milling sugar cane. Cane farmers can plausibly walk away from the sugar industry if they are unhappy
with the economic returns from cane farming; sugar millers cannot.

David M Kreps, A Course in Microeconomic Theory, Harvester Wheatsheaf, New York, 1990, Chapter 15 Bilateral bargaining. The key
primary reference is Ariel Rubinstein (1982), ‘Perfect Equilibrium in a Bargaining Model”. Econometrica, 50:97-109.
5 http://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-08-02/green-light-for-first-stage-of-42b-cairns-casino-resort/4860456
4
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6.3 DAE on marketing
While DAE’s analysis of market power is wrong and bad economics, its analysis of marketing (section
3 of Chapter 3 of its report), is much worse. Having argued that QSL should (in effect) become the
monopoly marketer of sugar, because of its good reputation, relationships and economies of scale,
the DAE analysis reaches its nadir with the paragraph:
The shift towards deregulation of the sugar industry was seen as a move to increase
competition in the industry. It is important that any increase in competition (i.e. as a
result of more marketers entering the Queensland industry) does not lead to a
detrimental fragmentation of Queensland sugar exports, and decline [sic] sugar
prices or damage Queensland’s reputation of being a supplier of premium quality
sugar. To this end, steps may need to be taken to preserve competition in marketing
in light of increasing concentration in the milling sector. It is, therefore, necessary that
measures be taken to ensure the right balance is maintained between encouraging
competition and upholding confidence, particularly for buyers of sugar, in the
Queensland sugar industry into the future.
Thus, DAE
—
—

argues that QSL should be the monopoly marketer (because this will “uphold confidence”) while at the
same time saying that this will “preserve competition in marketing”
asserts, totally without evidence, that what it pejoratively calls “fragmentation” (i.e., having more than
one organisation sell Queensland sugar on overseas markets will (or perhaps could) lead to a fall in
prices received by Queensland sellers of sugar or damage the reputation of the product.
On price, as DAE itself acknowledges, Australia is a very small player in the world sugar market. The
theoretical case for having a single desk exists only when a country can raise the world price by
strategically withholding supply. In practice, this theoretical case is dubious even with commodities of
which Australia is a large producer by world standards (e.g., iron ore); it is non-existent with sugar. As
far as Australia (or Queensland) is concerned, the price received is determined by the forces of world
supply and demand, and there is nothing any Queensland producer or marketing agent can do to
change them.
As for the argument that buyers of Australian sugar will doubt the quality of the product if there is more
than one seller, DAE provides no evidence that it is true or could be true under certain circumstances,
and no references to any evidence.
As for the argument that QSL possesses decisive economies of scale, DAE again provides no
evidence that they exist.

6.4 DAE on regulatory options
In chapter 4 of its report, DAE provides a series of dot point arguments for and against seven
regulatory options, ranging from “do nothing” to “full re-regulation of sugar milling and marketing
through the SIA”.
The premise of all of this discussion is that there is a problem of miller market power that needs to be
fixed, but DAE has not established that there is such a problem, or even provided a framework within
which the hypothesis that millers have and misuse market power might be tested.
The lack of substance in DAE’s analysis can readily be seen from the three arguments it advances
against the do nothing option:
—
—
—

growers have no ability to choose how or by whom GEI sugar is marketed – this decision would be
carried out by the mill who has purchased the cane from the grower;
no greater certainty to marketers or the Queensland sugar industry of the annual quantities of sugar it
is able to market; and
sugar industry participants will have no avenue for arbitration or mediation where negotiations are
unsuccessful. This is as a result of the Sugar Industry Reform Bill 2004 that removed mandatory
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arbitration provisions, as well as the Primary Industries Acts Amendment and Repeal Bill 2007 that
removed mediation functions from the Office of SIC.
In response to the first point, one might very well reply, “so what?” The key issue is stated, probably
inadvertently, by DAE: the mill who has purchased the cane from the grower. The mill has paid the
growers for the sugar cane; the mill has produced the sugar; the mill owns the sugar. Why should the
growers have any say in how or by whom the sugar is marketed?
The second point is valid only if one views as desirable the idea that the Queensland sugar industry
should be subject to Soviet-style central planning. This is an idea that the world has abandoned,
except in North Korea. In fact even the Cuban sugar industry, once one of the world’s largest, is
moving away from central control. According to the Havana Times
Now, the country seeks to reinvigorate the industry by introducing cooperatives and other nonState forms of management in the sector, opening the industry to foreign capital under the new
foreign investment law6
The third point is relevant only if there is a problem that needs fixing. In its report DAE does not cite a
single case of a failed negotiation between a mill and growers. Arbitration in the sugar industry is a
solution in search of a problem. Moreover as argued in Section 5 (above), in situations of mutual
dependence between parties, the statutory right to appeal to an arbitrator often serves just to delay
the finalisation of mutually beneficial agreements.

6

http://www.havanatimes.org/?p=110831
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7

CONCLUSIONS

7
conclusions

In this report, we have sought to answer four questions:
—
—
—
—

From the point of view of competition policy does there exist a failure in the sugar-milling market
sufficient to justify regulatory intervention in cane supply arrangements?
Should the regulatory intervention implied by the Sugar Industry (Real Choice in Marketing)
Amendment Bill 2015 be regarded as light handed?
Should the regulatory intervention implied by the Bill be regarded as pro-competitive?
Would the introduction of compulsory arbitration provisions for disputes arising in the commercial
negotiation of cane supply arrangements be appropriate?
Our primary conclusion is that the answer to all these questions is “no”.
The report also provides an assessment of the June 2015 DAE Report appended to the
CANEGROWERS/ASFA submission to the review of the Bill by the Agriculture and Environment
Committee of the Queensland Parliament. From this assessment, we conclude that the DAE Report:

—
—
—
—
—

Confuses the concepts of market power and bargaining power
Provides no evidence that sugar millers possess, much less exercise, market power in their
relationships with the cane growers
Ignores the fact the price that cane growers receive for their cane is set by a formula with the
reference to parameters that are beyond the control of the millers
Appears not to appreciate that Australia’s small share of world sugar supply means Australian sugar
producers cannot affect the world price of sugar
Fails to question the idea that the odd concept of “Growers’ Economic Interest” provides a legitimate
reason for growers to have statutory say in the marketing of sugar.
We also note the striking diffidence evident in the DAE Report about its findings and conclusions. We
find this unsurprising given that DAE can provide no evidence to support its arguments.
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